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Public Computer #5 for adults motherboard fan failed.  All of our desktops have 2 fans: 1 for the 

CPU and 1 for the motherboard. The CPU fan is critical and the motherboard fan is optimal. 

When the PC boots it prompts that a fan failed but offers the option to continue anyway, the 

computer ran like this for about a week before I was told. So technically it can run without this 

fan, but that isn’t ideal. When I looked into it I found a twist tie had been jammed into the front 

vent to stop the fan. After removing the tie, the fan returned to working order. This could not 

have been incidental. Hopefully it’s just a one-time thing, and not malicious.    

ES11, our former webhost, told us they had extended our service through the past several 

months. We weren’t expecting this, so their charge was a little bit frustrating. But the service was 

appreciated and actually helpful, so I recommended we pay for services rendered.  

ES11 also transferred our old domain to us, to maintain the domain will be $20 annually but 

prevents anyone else from purchasing the domain for personal use. The initial transfer completed 

within 3-7 days, but completion could take another 3-15 days. During this time the redirection 

we had set up on the old address will be interrupted, anyone using the old address or old links 

will be taken to a Squarespace splash screen talking about domain mapping. EBCPL.org will still 

work normally. 

The board portal is pretty much ready. Several documents are hosted there and available to 

download. I wanted contacts to be easily accessible so that takes up most of the page. There’s 

also a calendar- for the year I’ve added FOEBCPL events and their assigned board member as 

laid out in the schedule. I’ve also included vouchers and who’s doing them; you can find them 

scheduled on the same day as the board meeting. 

 The board meeting event each month will be loaded with documents relevant for that meeting, 

so all you would do is tap/click on the scheduled board meeting event on the calendar and it’ll 

take you to a page where you can view/download materials for that specific meeting. We can 

tweak and move things around. 

It’s accessible at ebcpl.org/bopo (bopo short for board portal) the password is: board  

I can do a walkthrough. Now that we have a basic layout it might be easier to talk about what’s 

missing.  

Scanning on the new printers has been worked out. It’s free but convoluted.  
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